
Microsoft to increase focus on change
management for software implementations

Microsoft's Rachel Profit discusses important factors

for digital transformation and shares what is coming

up in change management.

Businesses implementing the latest

technology are soon to get a boost in

guidance from Microsoft.

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK, January 25,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rachel

Profitt, senior program manager and

fast-track team member at Microsoft,

reveals that the software giant will

soon be releasing a brand-new chapter

on change management as part of the

Dynamics 365 Implementation Guide.

The implementation guide is based on

the collective knowledge of the

Microsoft fast-track team. 

In the Digital Adoption Talks podcast, Profitt communicates that the guide currently includes

guidance on software implementation-related topics like adoption strategy, training strategy, and

testing strategy. Until the new chapter on change management is ready, Profitt advises

We have chapters in our

Dynamics 365

implementation guide that

are all about these topics.

Change management is a

new chapter that's coming,

hopefully really soon.”

Rachel Profitt

interested parties to take advantage of the wealth of

information and tips available online. 

In the podcast, Profitt touches upon the importance of

considering the basics of business processes and goals

before selecting software. For more insight from Rachel

Profitt, read ‘Essential User Adoption Tips for D365 F&O’.
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